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The Force Aug 01 2022 ‘Probably the best cop novel ever written’ Lee Child From the New York Times bestselling author of The Cartel – winner
of the Ian Fleming Steel Dagger Award for Best Thriller of the Year – comes The Force, a cinematic epic as explosive, powerful, and
unforgettable as The Wire.
Star Wars: The Jedi Path and Book of Sith Deluxe Box Set Jun 06 2020 This box set brings the light and dark sides of the Force together for the
first time. The Jedi Path is the ancient training manual that has educated and enlightened generations of Jedi, including Yoda, Qui-Gon Jinn,
Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Luke Skywalker. They have handwritten their comments into this text, the only remaining copy in existence. Book of Sith is
a compilation of six legendary dark texts gathered and bound together by Darth Sidious, and featuring comments from Darth Vader, Mace
Windu, Darth Maul, and others. This deluxe edition contains an exclusive portfolio with two prints, each depicting a prominent figure from
either side of the Force. With these two titles, students of the Force can study and more fully understand the complex powers of good and evil.
Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi: The Power of the Force May 18 2021 Learn about the light and dark sides of the Force, and those who
are sensitive to it. This storybook spans the entire Star Wars saga and introduces readers to heroes like Luke Skywalker, Yoda, and Rey, as well
as villains like Darth Vader, Darth Maul, and Kylo Ren!
Star Wars, Feel the Force! Jan 02 2020 "Discover the amazing power of the Force and the Jedi Knights who can control it!"--P. [4] of cover.
Star Wars the Force Awakens Book of the Film May 30 2022 Revisit the Star Wars universe with the newest addition to the franchise, The
Force Awakens. A world awaits you filled with new characters, locations, ships and aliens. Plus, welcome back some of your old favourites like
Han, Chewie, Leia and Luke. Relive the story of the movie in this junior novel.
Star Wars Jesus Jul 28 2019 Blends spiritual commentary with cinematic imagery to reveal Jesus to all those who love this series.
The Dark Side of the Force Oct 11 2020 The volume shows how economic analysis can explain the causes, conduct, and consequences of
conflict.
How the Force Can Fix the World Sep 21 2021 From widespread unemployment and mounting international hostilities, every day we are swept
into more political chaos—so one brave man looks to the Star Wars universe for answers to our most urgent problems. “You can’t stop the change
— anymore than you can stop the sun from setting.” Anakin Skywalker was never able to live with this wisdom shared by his mother on the day
he left home to train as a Jedi Knight. That failure led him to becoming the fearsome villain we all know as Darth Vader. We’re living in a time
of unprecedented and rapid change. An age of chaos. Democracies are in decline worldwide. Dictators are ascendant. Civic organizations are
crumbling. People feel lonelier and more rudderless than in any other time in recent history. We’ve tried to slow down, and in some cases we, like
Anakin, have tried stop the change, but failed at every turn. The fears that come with living in an age of disruption have produced public anger,
and that anger has swelled movements of hate. Author Stephen Kent believes part of the solution is hiding in plain sight. A story that binds
together multiple generations with a common language, a moral framework, and a sense of wonder. It’s Star Wars. What if we looked to Star
Wars for more than just entertainment? How the Force Can Fix the World takes this challenge on by analyzing the core principles of the Star
Wars franchise: HOPE, CHOICE, HUMILITY, EMPATHY, REDEMPTION, BALANCE and rejecting FEAR. Together, these are the Star Wars
roadmap for living better lives, and maybe even fostering a better politics. The path that we’re on — where fear leads to anger, and anger to
hatred — will only end in suffering. But Star Wars shows us the way back from the brink. Shared stories of virtue that are beloved across
cultures and political divides are hard to come by, but Star Wars is one such story. Turn on the news; things are pretty broken right now — but
the Force can fix the world.
Star Wars: Legacy of the Force V - Sacrifice Jul 08 2020 SACRIFICE is the fifth book in the 9-book Legacy of the Force series, a bold new
Star Wars story arc for fans of the New Jedi Order and the franchise's most popular characters: Luke, Han, and Leia. This is the middle book
in the series and the second of three hardcovers. The adventure continues, and one of our storylines comes to a crucial and shocking climax.
Things come to a head in the galaxy of the Skywalker and Solos when Jacen Solo makes a horrifying decision from which there is no going
back. For Luke, Han and Leia, nothing will ever be the same again...
Follow the Force Aug 09 2020 Follows Jedi Master Anakin Skywalker and his padawan Ashoka Tano as they have adventures protecting the
citizens of the Republic against the threat of the Separatist Alliance.
Vector Prime Jun 26 2019 The novel based on the screenplay of the blockbuster film is now available inmass market paperback.
Star Wars: the Jedi Mind Feb 01 2020 Star Wars(R) The Jedi Mind takes quotations and lessons from Star Wars and pairs them with practices
such a breathing, posture, and meditation. The Jedi Code is focused on peace, knowledge, serenity, and balance--principles that readers can
engage in in their own lives. The philosophical tenets are applicable not just in the galaxy far, far away, but also in our own galaxy, here and

now. Quoted wisdom from a galaxy far, far away offers day-to-day life lessons An accessible pop culture spin on the Star Wars universe
Features 20 color illustrations to illuminate the book's thoughtful advice "Trust your feelings."--Obi-Wan Kenobi Star Wars: The Jedi Mind is the
perfect gift for Star Wars fans looking for balance, and seekers of inner calm open to learning from the Jedi Masters. Perfect gift for Star
Wars fans who love self-care, reflection, and mindfulness An enjoyable and useful primer for Star Wars lovers who are seeking inner calm
Add it to the shelf with books like Star Wars: Be More Yoda: Mindful Thinking from a Galaxy Far Far Away by Christian Blauvelt and Star
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back So You Want to Be a Jedi? by Adam Gidwitz. Copyright (c) 2020 by Lucasfilm LTD. and (TM). All Rights
Reserved. Used Under Authorization.
Star Wars: The Force Awakens Mar 04 2020 The official novelization of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the highly anticipated blockbuster
film directed by JJ Abrams, hitting cinemas in December 2015. Includes full colour section of movie stills to bring the story to life.
Star Wars: Legacy of the Force I - Betrayal Mar 28 2022 This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order into
a cohesive group of powerful Jedi Knights. However, as this era begins, planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of relative peace and
Luke is plagued by visions of an approaching darkness. Melding the galaxy into one cohesive political whole after the savage war with the
Yuuzhan Vong is not the easiest task, and already some worlds are chafing under the demands of the new government. Civil war may be
brewing, and the Skywalker-Solo clan find that they might not all be on the same side. Meanwhile, evil is rising again--out of the best
intentions--and it looks like the legacy of the Skywalkers may come full circle...
Star Wars Jan 14 2021 Jacen Solo's plans for galactic conquest are threatened when his parents, Han and Leia, join forces with the Corellian
rebels, while Luke struggles to deal with his grief over the loss of his wife, and Jaina, Jag, and Zekk search for the assassin.
Champions of the Force Oct 03 2022
The Art of Star Wars Oct 23 2021 Step inside the Lucasfilm art departments for the creation of fantastical worlds, unforgettable characters,
and unimaginable creatures. The Art of Star Wars: The Force Awakens will take you there, from the earliest gathering of artists and production
designers at Lucasfilm headquarters in San Francisco to the fever pitch of production at Pinewood Studios to the conclusion of post-production
at Industrial Light & Magic--all with unprecedented access. Exclusive interviews with the entire creative team impart fascinating insights in
bringing director J.J. Abrams's vision to life; unused "blue sky" concept art offers glimpses into roads not traveled. Bursting with hundreds of
stunning works of art, including production paintings, concept sketches, storyboards, blueprints, and matte paintings, this visual feast will delight
Star Wars fans and cineastes for decades to come. The Art of Star Wars: The Force Awakens is the definitive expression of how the latest
chapter in the Star Wars saga was dreamed into being. ALSO AVAILABLE FROM ABRAMS IN SPRING 2016: The Making of Star Wars: The
Force Awakens by Mark Cotta Vaz. Forewords by J.J. Abrams and Kathleen Kennedy. ISBN: 978-1-4197-2022-2
Tales of the Force (Star Wars) Feb 12 2021 From Jedi to Sith to those in between, this Big Golden Book is packed with information and
illustrations about the Force and its followers from the Star Wars saga. Full color. 8 5/8 x 10 13/16.
The Power of the Force Nov 04 2022 The Force gives the Jedi Knights their power, but can also be used by the fearsome Sith. In the neverending battle between good and evil, who will control the Force? This 8x8 spans the entire Star Wars saga and introduces readers to both heroes
like Rey, and villains like Kylo Ren.
Star Wars: The Tiny Book of Jedi (Tiny Book) Aug 28 2019 Hold a thousand generations of Jedi history in the palm of your hand with Star
Wars: The Tiny Book of Jedi. This tiny book compiles the lore behind the most legendary Jedi and Light Side heroes from every era of Star
Wars, from Yoda, to Luke Skywalker, Ezra Bridger, Rey, and beyond. Packed with dazzling art, this pocket-sized book is part of Insight
Editions’ new collectible series of tiny books — the perfect gift for any Star Wars fan. Hold Jedi lore in the palm of your hand: A pocket-sized
format makes this book the cutest addition to your Star Wars bookshelf. A cloth bookmark also lets you hang this tiny book as an ornament or
keepsake. The perfect Star Wars gift: Great as a stocking stuffer, or as a novelty gift for your favorite Star Wars fan, this tiny book is sure to
please readers of all ages. Discover Jedi wisdom: This tiny book features quotes from and fun facts about Jedi from all of Star Wars. From the
Jedi Order to the Age of Resistance, this is a fun and exciting overview of beloved Jedi and Light Side heroes. Packed with art: Experience a
range of iconic illustrations and photographs spanning the Star Wars films, television shows, novels, and beyond.
Bloodlines: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Sep 09 2020 A new era of exciting adventures and shocking revelations continues to
unfold, as the legendary Star Wars saga sweeps forward into astonishing new territory. Civil war looms as the fledgling Galactic Alliance
confronts a growing number of rebellious worlds–and the approaching war is tearing the Skywalker and Solo families apart. Han and Leia
return to Han’s homeworld, Corellia, the heart of the resistance. Their children, Jacen and Jaina, are soldiers in the Galactic Alliance’s
campaign to crush the insurgents. Jacen, now a complete master of the Force, has his own plans to bring order to the galaxy. Guided by his Sith
mentor, Lumiya, and with Luke’s young son Ben at his side, Jacen embarks on the same path that his grandfather Darth Vader once did. And
while Han and Leia watch their only son become a stranger, a secret assassin entangles the couple with a dreaded name from Han’s past: Boba
Fett. In the new galactic order, friends and enemies are no longer what they seem. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes
a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Star Wars Use the Force! Dec 25 2021 Look, it's a Jedi! Have you ever wondered how a Jedi becomes a Jedi? (Spoiler alert: It's not easy.)
Charting the journey from tiny, Force-sensitive toddler to awesome Jedi Master, this book has all the answers to your questions, including: Is
there a Jedi school? Can anyone be a Jedi? Where do you get a lightsaber from? This is the funniest Force-friendly guide you'll EVER read,
packed with Jedi history, ancient secrets, and Master Yoda's top tips for beginners. The perfect gift for young kids, Star Wars: Use the Force! is
a playful and informative guide to all things Jedi, featuring fun facts from the Star Wars movies and TV series alongside hilarious cartoons,
and tips and (mind) tricks for wannabe Jedi Knights. In the Star Wars galaxy there's never a dull moment - just like in Star Wars: Use the
Force!. © & TM 2020 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Star Wars: The Force Awakens Tin Apr 04 2020
Invincible: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Nov 11 2020 No war can last forever. Now, in the long and punishing battle between the
defiant champions of the New Jedi Order and the juggernaut that is the Galactic Alliance, the endgame is finally at hand. With so much

lost–and nothing less than the course of the future still at stake–there can be no turning back. No matter the consequences. The rebel cause is
losing ground under the twin blows of Admiral Gilad Pellaeon’ s assassination and the death of Mara Jade Skywalker. At the same time, having
gained the support of the Imperial Remnant and its ruthlessly efficient forces, the Galactic Alliance, with the extraordinary power and dark
brilliance of newly ascendant Sith Lord Darth Caedus at its helm, may be unstoppable. Tormented and torn between the call of duty and the
thirst for vengeance, Luke has searched the Force and beheld an unspeakable vision of the galaxy enslaved under tyranny more monstrous than
even Palpatine’s. Now it seems that the last, best hope lies in mobilizing the scattered Jedi for one decisive search-and-destroy mission. The
objective: eliminate Darth Caedus. It’s a plan that will be as difficult and dangerous to execute as it is daring. For Caedus is a scion of both the
Skywalker and Solo bloodlines whose command of the Force surpasses even that of his grandfather Darth Vader. There is only one who is
bound by destiny to stand against him in what will surely be a duel to the death, only one with an outside chance of bringing down the dark lord
who was once Jacen Solo. Failure is not an option. The furious final moments between power and peace are here, and whoever confronts Darth
Caedus will decide the outcome–and the fate of those left standing. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the
Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Secrets of the Force Jan 26 2022 From the authors of The Fifty-Year Mission and So Say We All, comes the first and only comprehensive oral
history of the Star Wars movie franchise. For the past four decades, no film saga has touched the world in the way that Star Wars has,
capturing the imaginations of filmgoers and filmmakers alike. Now, for the first time ever, Edward Gross and Mark A. Altman, the bestselling
authors of The Fifty-Year Mission, are telling the entire story of this blockbuster franchise from the very beginning in a single exhaustive
volume. Featuring the commentaries of hundreds of actors and filmmakers involved with and impacted by Star Wars, as well as writers,
commentators, critics, executives, authors, film historians, toy experts and many more, Secrets of the Force, will reveal all in Altman and Gross’s
critically acclaimed oral history format from the birth of the original film through the latest sequels and the new televisions series.
Lego Star Wars: Chronicles of the Force Aug 21 2021 Featuring the latest LEGO® Star Wars(tm) sets and minifigures, LEGO Star Wars:
Chronicles of the Force is a fun and informative guide to a LEGO galaxy far, far away. . . . A must-have for fans of the live-action Star Wars
saga and its LEGO incarnation alike, this is the most up-to-date companion to LEGO Star Wars, with detailed information about the latest sets
and minifigures and illustrated with extensive photography. Featuring an exclusive new LEGO Star Wars minifigure, LEGO Star Wars:
Chronicles of the Force follows the same format as DK's LEGO Star Wars: The Dark Side and LEGO Star Wars: The Yoda Chronicles. LEGO,
the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2016 The LEGO Group.
Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.
Lego Star Wars: Chronicles of the Force (Library Edition) Nov 23 2021 This up-to-date companion to LEGO "Star Wars," contains detailed
information about the latest sets and minifigures and is illustrated with extensive photography.
LEGO Star Wars: Strong with the Force (Activity Book with Mi Dec 01 2019 Discover a galaxy full of adventure with LEGO� Star Wars™!
This new book from the LEGO� Star Wars™ series is filled with exciting activities, funny comic strips and a cool minifigure to build and play
with! Lego� Star Wars™ is the best-selling LEGO� theme ever! When you're ready for more action-packed stories and activities from a galaxy
far, far away, look out for other available Lego� Star Wars™ books: Lego� Star Wars™ Space Adventures (with R2-D2 Minifigure) Lego�
Star Wars™ Choose Your Side Doodle Activity Book Lego� Star Wars™ Ready, Steady, Stick! Intergalactic Activity Book Lego� Star Wars™
500 Reusable Stickers Lego� Star Wars™ Annual 2017 Lego� Star Wars™ Ready, Steady, Stick! Cosmic Activity Book Lego� Star Wars™
Search and Find Book
LEGO Star Wars: the Force Awakens Sep 29 2019 The LEGO Star Wars: The Force Awakens Standard Edition Guide includes... Easy-tofollow Walkthrough: Don't miss a single moment of the epic action! Our complete step-by-step walkthroughs, covering both console and
handheld, lead you through the entire game. Detailed Maps: Never lose your way with our highly detailed maps, which display collectible
locations and important objectives. Find Every Collectible: Collect every Minikit, Red Brick, Gold Brick, Character, and more! Along with
revealing collectibles level by level, this exhaustive guide also compiles every collectible into one easy-to-use chapter. Plus: - Quick-reference
checklists - Information on every character & vehicle - Coverage of the new Multi-Builds system & Blaster Battles Free Mobile-Friendly eGuide:
Includes a code to access the eGuide, a web-access version of the complete guide optimized for a second-screen experience.
The Force Unleashed: Star Wars Legends Jun 18 2021 “The Sith always betray one another. . . . I’m sure you’ll learn that soon enough.” The
overthrow of the Republic is complete. The Separatist forces have been smashed, the Jedi Council nearly decimated, and the rest of the Order all
but destroyed. Now absolute power rests in the iron fist of Darth Sidious–the cunning Sith lord better known as the former Senator, now
Emperor, Palpatine. But more remains to be done. Pockets of resistance in the galaxy must still be defeated and missing Jedi accounted for . . .
and dealt with. These crucial tasks fall to the Emperor’s ruthless enforcer, Darth Vader. In turn, the Dark Lord has groomed a lethal apprentice
entrusted with a top-secret mission: to comb the galaxy and dispatch the last of his masters’ enemies, thereby punctuating the dark side’s victory
with the Jedi’s doom. Since childhood, Vader’s nameless agent has known only the cold, mercenary creed of the Sith. His past is a void; his
present, the carrying out of his deadly orders. But his future beckons like a glistening black jewel with the ultimate promise: to stand beside the
only father he has ever known, with the galaxy at their feet. It is a destiny he can realize only by rising to the greatest challenge of his
discipleship: destroying Emperor Palpatine. The apprentice’s journeys will take him across the far reaches of the galaxy, from the Wookiee
homeworld of Kashyyyk to the junkyard planet of Raxus Prime. On these missions, the young Sith acolyte will forge an unlikely alliance with a
ruined Jedi Master seeking redemption and wrestle with forbidden feelings for his beautiful comrade, Juno Eclipse. And he will be tested as
never before–by shattering revelations that strike at the very heart of all he believes and stir within him long-forgotten hopes of reclaiming his
name . . . and changing his destiny. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Using the Force Jul 20 2021 In this intelligent and entertaining study of fandom at its most intense, Will Brooker examines the Star Wars
phenomenon from the audience's perspective and discovers that the saga exerts a powerful influence over the social, cultural, and spiritual lives
of those drawn into its myth. From a Boba Fett-loving police officer in Indiana to the webmistress of www.starwarschicks.com; from an elevenyear-old boy in south London to a Baptist Church in South Carolina; Brooker unearths a seemingly endless array of fans who use and interpret

the saga in a number of creative ways.
Inferno: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) May 06 2020 Luke Skywalker wanted to unify the Jedi order and bring peace to the
universe. Instead his wife Mara lies dead at the hands of an unknown assassin, his wayward nephew Jacen has seized control of the Galactic
Alliance, and the galaxy has exploded in all-out civil war. With Luke consumed by grief, Jacen Solo works quickly to consolidate his power and
jumpstart his plan to take over the Jedi. Convinced he’s the only one who can save the galaxy, Jacen will do whatever it takes, even ambush his
own parents. With the Rebel confederacy driving deep into the Core to attack Coruscant and the Jedi under siege, Luke must reassert his position.
Only he can lead the Jedi through this crisis, but it means solving the toughest problem Luke’s ever faced. Does he fight alongside his nephew
Jacen, a tyrant who’s illegally taken over the GA, or does he join the rebels to smash the Galactic Alliance he helped create? Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: Legacy of the Force III - Tempest Apr 28 2022 As the stand-off between the Galactic Alliance and its rebellious member states
erupts into full-blown battle, the new Corellian leadership develops a desperate plan to draw the Hapan Consortium into the war on their side.
But the plot poses a moral quandry for Han and Leia Solo, who cannot abide deliberately spreading the war any more than they can the murder
of the Hapan Queen Mother, ex-Jedi Knight Tenel Ka. Taking it upon themselves to save her life - and that of her young daughter, Allana - the
Solos set in motion a firestorm of confusion and mayhem that will pit children against parents, bring Luke Skywalker into battle with his
foremost nemesis, and leave them at the mercy of one of the Jedi's oldest and most deadly enemies.
The Power of the Force Mar 16 2021 Few can doubt the phenomenal impact of the Star Wars films. But why do so many fans feel that the
films touch them on a deeper level than any of the other popular fantasy films? Why are there even people who say that they base their ideas of
right and wrong on the Star Wars films? In his intriguing but light-hearted book, David Wilkinson investigates the cultural context into which the
films were first released. He reveals how George Lucas's proposal was originally met with ridicule. He shows the films' profound impact on the
market for film merchandise. And he demonstrates how Lucas has created a basis for a contemporary religion by incorporating many of the
great themes of myth and religion: hope; evil and redemption; and the belief that there is more to the universe than just technology.
Become the Force Feb 24 2022 For fans of the Star Wars franchise—the first and only self-help guide on living life, the Jedi way Daniel M.
Jones founded the Church of Jediism in 2007 following the Jedi Census phenomenon of 2001. Since then, it has become a unique global
community dedicated to helping its 500,000+ members uncover their greatest potential. In Become the Force, Daniel outlines the Jedi perspective
and provides practical tools for anyone interested in gaining a deeper understanding of how to use the Force in everyday life. A metaphor for
the universal life energy that connects us all, the Force can be both light and dark, good and bad. Now, more than ever, it is our responsibility to
overcome the Dark Side. This book does not aim to convert, but to inspire its readers to live a life of meaning and purpose according to the
universal spiritual teachings of “the way of the Jedi.” It includes: • Daniel’s own fascinating spiritual journey and how overcoming personal
struggles has awakened him to his purpose. • A complete toolkit that will allow anyone to genuinely embrace “the way of the Jedi” and use Jedi
teachings to empower mind, body, heart and spirit. • A comprehensive explanation of Jediism as a spiritual movement (a universal desire for
self-awareness, spiritual awakening, peace, love and harmony) rather than a religion. Become the Force shows that the Jedi-minded among us
might usher in a new spirituality and shift in global consciousness towards peace and harmony that is more powerful than any we can possibly
imagine.
Exile: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Apr 16 2021 In the Stars Wars galaxy, evil is on the move as the Galactic Alliance and Jedi
order battle forces seen and unseen, from rampant internal treachery to the nightmare of all-out war. With each victory against the Corellian
rebels, Jacen Solo becomes more admired, more powerful, and more certain of achieving galactic peace. But that peace may come with a price.
Despite strained relationships caused by opposing sympathies in the war, Han and Leia Solo and Luke and Mara Skywalker remain united by
one frightening suspicion: Someone insidious is manipulating this war, and if he or she isn’t stopped, all efforts at reconciliation may be for
naught. And as sinister visions lead Luke to believe that the source of the evil is none other than Lumiya, Dark Lady of the Sith, the greatest peril
revolves around Jacen himself. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Mysteries of the Jedi Oct 30 2019 Discover everything you need to know about the Mysteries of the Jedi. Don't just read about the Star Wars
universe, become a part of the action yourself with this new Star Wars series! Mysteries of the Jedi will show you what it takes to become a Jedi,
like how to wield a lightsaber or how to avoid the lure of the Dark side. Live a day in the life of a clone trooper and discover what it's like to
pilot a space ship. This dynamic new series will bring the galaxy alive with every page!
The Jedi Path Sep 02 2022 Unlock the secrets and share in the knowledge that has educated generations of Jedi—from the history and
hierarchy of the Jedi Order to the mastery of the Force and the nuances of lightsaber combat. Handed down from Master to Padawan, each
Jedi who has held and studied this copy has annotated the pages—adding his or her personal experiences and lessons they’ve learned. This copy
is now passed to you.
Revelation: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Jun 30 2022 During this savage civil war, all efforts to end Jacen Solo’s tyranny of the
Galactic Alliance have failed. Now with Jacen approaching the height of his dark powers, no one–not even the Solos and the Skywalkers–knows
if anything can stop the Sith Lord before his plan to save the galaxy ends up destroying it. Jacen Solo’s shadow of influence has threatened
many, especially those closest to him. Jaina Solo is determined to bring her brother in, but in order to track him down, she must first learn
unfamiliar skills from a man she finds ruthless, repellent, and dangerous. Meanwhile, Ben Skywalker, still haunted by suspicions that Jacen
killed his mother, Mara, decides he must know the truth, even if it costs him his life. And as Luke Skywalker contemplates once unthinkable
strategies to dethrone his nephew, the hour of reckoning for those on both sides draws near. The galaxy becomes a battlefield where all must
face their true nature and darkest secrets, and live–or die–with the consequences. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Tempest: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Dec 13 2020 Forty years after the Battle of Yavin a dangerous new era in the Star Wars

epic begins– the revelations are shocking, the stakes desperate, and the enemy everywhere. As civil war threatens the unity of the Galactic
Alliance, Han and Leia Solo have enraged their families and the Jedi by joining the Corellian insurgents. But the Solos draw the line when they
discover the rebels’ plot to make the Hapan Consortium an ally– which rests upon Hapan nobles murdering their pro-Alliance queen and her
daughter. Yet the Solos’ selfless determination to save the queen cannot dispel the inescapable consequences of their actions, that will pit mother
against son and brother against sister in the battles ahead. For as Jacen Solo’s dark powers grow stronger under the Dark Jedi Lumiya, and his
influence over Ben Skywalker becomes more insidious, Luke’s concern for his nephew forces him into a life-and-death struggle against his
fiercest foe, and Han and Leia Solo find themselves at the mercy of their deadliest enemy . . . their son. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
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